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1. Introduction

One of the main research areas of bioinformatics is functional genomics; which focuses on the interactions and functions of each gene and its products (mRNA, protein) through the whole genome (the entire genetics sequences encoded in the DNA and responsible for the hereditary information). In order to identify the functions of certain gene, we should able to capture the gene expressions which describe how the genetic information converted to a functional gene product through the transcription and translation processes. Functional genomics uses microarray technology to measure the genes expressions levels under certain conditions and environmental limitations. In the last few years, microarray has become a central tool in biological research. Consequently, the corresponding data analysis becomes one of the important work disciplines in bioinformatics. The analysis of microarray data poses a large number of exploratory statistical aspects including clustering and biclustering algorithms, which help to identify similar patterns in gene expression data and group genes and conditions in to subsets that share biological significance.

1.1. What is Clustering?

A large number of clustering definitions can be found in the literature. The simplest definition is shared among all and includes one fundamental concept: the grouping together of similar data items into clusters[1].

Clustering is an important explorative statistical analysis of gene expression data. It aims to identify and group genes that exhibit similar expression patterns over several conditions and also group the conditions based on the expression profiles across set of genes. The successful clustering approach should guarantee two criteria which are homogeneity high similarity between elements in the same cluster, and separation – low similarity between elements from different clusters. When homogeneity and separation are precisely defined,
those are two opposing objectives: The better the homogeneity the poorer the separation, and vice versa [2]. Several algorithmic techniques were previously used for clustering gene expression data, including hierarchical clustering [3], self organizing maps [4], and graph theoretic approaches [5].

1.1.1. K-means

K-means is a classical clustering algorithm [6] invented in 1956 to classify or to group objects (genes) based on attributes or features (experimental conditions) into K number of groups (clusters). K is positive integer number and assumed to be known.

K-means computational approach starts by placing K points into the space represented by the objects that are being clustered. These points represent initial group centroids. We can take any random objects as the initial centroids or the first K objects in sequence can also be used as the initial centroids. Then the K means algorithm will do the four steps below until convergence:

1. Determine the centroids coordinate.
2. Determine the distance of each object to the centroids using the Euclidean distance.
3. Group the objects based on minimum distance.
4. Iterate the above steps till no object moves its assigned group.

Each iteration of k-means modifies the current partition by checking all possible modifications of the solution, in which one element is moved to another cluster. This is done by reducing the sum of distances between objects and the centers of their clusters. This procedure is repeated until no further improvement is achieved (No object move the group) and all the objects are grouped into the final required number of clusters.

A disadvantage of K-means algorithm could be perceived in the need to specify the number of clusters K as a parameter value prior to running the algorithm. In cases where there is no expectation about K, user has to make trials with several values of K or use external techniques to guess the no of clusters may be exist.

1.1.2. Hierarchical clustering (HCL)

Hierarchical clustering does not partition the genes into subsets. Instead it builds a down-top hierarchy of clusters using agglomerative methods or top - down hierarchy of clusters using divisive methods. The traditional graphical representation of this hierarchy is called dendrogram tree. The divisive method begins at the root and starts to breaks up clusters whose having low similarity. Whereas, the Agglomerative method begins at the leaves of the tree and starts with an initial partition into single element clusters and successively merges clusters until all elements belong to the same cluster [3]. (See Figure 1) The agglomerative method is widely used than the divisive one which is not generally available, and rarely has been applied. The idea of the agglomerative method can be summarized as following: Given a set of N items (genes in our case) to be clustered, and an N*N distance (or similarity) matrix [7],
1. Assign each item to a cluster, so you have N clusters, each containing just one item.
2. Find the closest (most similar) pair of clusters and merge them into a single cluster.
3. Compute distances (similarities) between the new cluster and each of the old clusters.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all items are clustered into a single cluster of size N.

In Step 3, distance or similarity measurements between the merged clusters and all the other clusters can be calculated in one of three schemes: single-linkage, complete linkage and average-linkage.

![Figure 1. HCL: Agglomerative and Divisive Methods.](image)

**1.2. Biclustering**

Traditional clustering approaches such as k-means and hierarchical clustering put each gene in exactly one cluster based on the assumption that all genes behave similarly in all conditions. However, recent understanding of cellular processes shows that it is possible for a subset of genes to be co-expressed under certain experimental conditions, and at the same time, behave almost independently under other conditions. From this context, a new two mode clustering approach called biclustering or co-clustering has been introduced to group the genes and conditions in both dimensions simultaneously.

This allows finding subgroups of genes that show the same response under a subset of conditions, not all conditions. Also, genes may participate in more than one function, resulting in one regulation pattern in one context and a different pattern in another.

Example, if a cellular process is only active under specific conditions and there is a gene that participates in multiple pathways that are differentially regulated, one would expect this gene to be included in more than one cluster; and this cannot be achieved by traditional clustering techniques.

Many biclustering methods exist in the literature [8]. Table 1 summarized some of promising biclustering algorithms developed during the last ten years. In brief, we described some of these algorithms according to their prediction strength, their promising results, to what they extend in the community, whether an implementation was available, and the feedback from their authors to explain some ambiguous issues.

**1.2.1. Cheng and Church (CC)**

CC algorithm[18] is considered to be the first real biclustering implementation after the primary idea has been introduced by Hartigan [19] in 1972.
### Table 1. Biclustering Algorithms Comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Time Complexity</th>
<th>Prediction Ability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bivisu [9]</td>
<td>Exhaustive Bicluster Enumeration</td>
<td>$O(m^2 n \log m)$</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSBE [10]</td>
<td>Greedy Iterative Search</td>
<td>$O((n + m)^2)$</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimax [11]</td>
<td>Divide-and-Conquer</td>
<td>$O(nm \beta \log \beta)$</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-motif [13]</td>
<td>Greedy Iterative Search</td>
<td>$O(nm \log(1/\alpha)/\log(1/\beta))$</td>
<td>Coherent Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMBA [14]</td>
<td>Exhaustive Bicluster Enumeration</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>Coherent Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPSM [15]</td>
<td>Greedy Iterative Search</td>
<td>$O(n^2 \log L)$</td>
<td>Coherent Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaid [16]</td>
<td>Distribution Parameter Identification</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA [17]</td>
<td>Iterative Signature Algorithm</td>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC [18]</td>
<td>Greedy Iterative Search</td>
<td>$O((n + m)n m)$</td>
<td>Coherent values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a n and m are the row and column sizes of the expression matrix  

*b not available

CC defines a bicluster as a subset of rows and a subset of columns with a high similarity. The proposed similarity score is called mean squared residue (H) and it is used to measure the coherence of the rows and columns in the single bicluster. Given the gene expression data matrix $A = (X;Y)$; a bicluster is defined as a uniform submatrix $(I;J)$ having a low mean squared residue score as following:

The CC Mean Squared Residue:

$$H(I,J) = \frac{1}{|I| \cdot |J|} \sum_{i \in I, j \in J} (a_{ij} - a_i - a_j + a_{IJ})^2$$

Where: $a_{ij}$ is gene expression level at row $i$ and column $j$, $a_i$ is the mean of row $i$, $a_j$ is the mean of column $j$, $a_{IJ}$ is the overall mean. CC algorithm will identify the submatrix as a bicluster if the score is below a level alpha which is a user input parameter to control the quality of the output biclusters. Generally; CC algorithm performs the following major steps:

1. Delete rows and columns with a score larger than alpha.
2. Adding rows or columns until alpha level is reached.
3. Iterate these steps until a maximum number of biclusters is reached or no bicluster is found [18].

1.2.2. Iterative Signature Algorithm (ISA)

The ISA algorithm [17, 20] is a novel method for the biclustering analysis of large-scale expression data. It is an efficient algorithm based on the iterative application of the signature algorithm presented in [17]. ISA considers a bicluster to be a transcription module which can be defined as a set of coexpressed genes together with the associated set of regulating
conditions (Figure 2). Starting with an initial set of genes, all samples (conditions) are scored with respect to this gene set and those samples are chosen for which the score exceeds a certain threshold (usually defined by the user). In the same way, all genes are scored regarding the selected samples and a new set of genes is selected based on another user-defined threshold. The entire procedure is repeated until the set of genes and the set of samples converge and do not change anymore.

Multiple biclusters can be discovered by running the ISA algorithm on several initial gene sets. This approach requires identification of a reference gene set which needs to be carefully selected for good quality results. In the absence of pre-specified reference gene set, random set of genes is selected at the cost of results quality[17].

**Figure 2.** The recurrence signature method. 

- **a.** The signature algorithm. 
- **b.** Recurrence as a reliability measure. The signature algorithm is applied to distinct input sets containing different subsets of the postulated transcription module. If the different input sets give rise to the same module, it is considered reliable. 
- **c.** General application of the recurrent signature method. Copyright © [17].

1.2.3. Biclusters Inclusion Maximal (Bimax)

Bimax[11] is a simple binary model and new fast divide-and-conquer algorithm used to cluster the gene expression data. It is presented in 2006 by Computer Engineering and Networks Laboratory ETH Zurich, Switzerland. Bimax discretized the gene expression data matrix and convert it into a binary matrix by identifying a threshold, so transcription levels (genes expression values) above this threshold become ones and transcription levels below become zeros (or vice versa). Then, it searches for all possible biclusters that contain only ones. This can be done by iterating these steps:
1. Rearrange the rows and columns to concentrate ones in the upper right of the matrix.
2. Divide the matrix into two sub matrices.
3. Whenever in one of the submatrices only ones are found, this sub matrix is returned.

1.2.4. Order Preserving Submatrix (OPSM)

The order-preserving submatrix (OPSM) algorithm [15] is a probabilistic model introduced to discover a subset of genes identically ordered among a subset of conditions. It focuses on the coherence of the relative order of the conditions rather than the coherence of actual expression levels. In other words, the expression values of the genes within a bicluster induce an identical linear ordering across the selected conditions. Accordingly, the authors define a bicluster as a subset of rows whose values induce a linear order across a subset of the columns. The time complexity of this model is $O(nm^3I)$ where $n$ and $m$ are the number of rows and columns of the input gene expression matrix respectively and $I$ is the number of biclusters. A disadvantage of OPSM algorithm is that it takes long time for high dimensional datasets. And this is because its time complexity is cubic with regards to the number of columns (dimensions) of the input matrix [15].

1.2.5. Maximum Similarity Bicluster (MSBE)

MSBE Biclustering algorithm [10] is a novel polynomial time algorithm to find an optimal biclusters with the maximum similarity. The idea behind this algorithm is to find subset of genes that are related to a reference gene. The reference gene is known in advance. MSBE algorithm uses the similarity score for a sub-matrix to find the similar expressions in the microarray datasets. And the threshold of the average similarity score is a user input parameter in order to allow the user to control the quality of the biclustering results.

1.3. Clustering or biclustering

Clustering algorithms [21-23] have been used to analyze gene expression data, on the basis that genes showing similar expression patterns can be assumed to be co-regulated or part of the same regulatory pathway. Unfortunately, this is not always true. Two limitations obstruct the use of clustering algorithms with microarray data. First, all conditions are given equal weights in the computation of gene similarity; in fact, most conditions do not contribute information but instead increase the amount of background noise. Second, each gene is assigned to a single cluster, whereas in fact genes may participate in several functions and should thus be included in several clusters [24].

A new modified clustering approach to uncovering processes that are active over some but not all samples has emerged, which is called biclustering. A bicluster is defined as a subset of genes that exhibit compatible expression patterns over a subset of conditions [11].

During the last ten years, many biclustering algorithms have been proposed (see [8] for a survey), but the important questions are: which algorithm is better? And do some algorithms have advantages over others?
Recently Kevin et al. [25] proposed a semantic web algorithm to recommend the best algorithm based on user inputs like: is the dataset contain outliers, is it allowed to get overlapped clusters and the time to retrieve the biclusters.

Generally, comparing different biclustering algorithms is not straightforward as they differ in strategies, approaches, time complicity, number of parameters and prediction ability. In addition, they are strongly influenced by user selected parameter values. For these reasons, the quality of biclustering results is often considered more important than the required computation time. Although there are some analytical comparative studies to evaluate the traditional clustering algorithms [21-23], for biclustering; no such extensive comparison exist even after initial trails have been taken [11]. In the end, Biological merit is the main criterion for evaluation and comparison between the various biclustering methods.

In this chapter we attempt to develop a comparative tool (Bicat-Plus) which is shown in Figure 3 that includes the biological comparative methodology and to be as an extension to the BicAT program [26].

The goal of BicAT-Plus is to enable researchers and biologists to compare between the different biclustering methods based on set of biological merits and draw conclusion on the biological meaning of the results. In addition, BicAT-Plus help researchers in comparing and evaluating the algorithms results multiple times according to the user selected parameter values as well as the required biological perspective on various datasets.

BicAT-Plus has many features, which could be summarized in the following:-

Algorithms required to be compared could be selected from the biclustering list (left list) to the compared list (right list). External biclustering results for other algorithms could be included in the comparison process. In addition, the organism model, selectable significance level, and GO category should be selected. Finally, Comparison criteria have to be selected based on the user biological metric.

1. User could perform biclusters functional analysis using the three Gene Ontology (GO) categories (biological process, molecular function and cellular component) (Figure 3 with label number 1).
2. User could evaluate the quality of each biclustering algorithm results after applying the GO functional analysis and display the percentage of the enriched biclusters at different P-values (Figure 3 with label number 2).
3. User could compare between the different biclustering algorithms according to the percentage of the functionally enriched biclusters at the required significance levels, the selected GO category and with certain filtration criteria for the GO terms. (Figure 3 with label number 3).
4. User could evaluate and compare the results of external biclustering algorithms. This gives the BicAT-plus the advantage to be a generic tool that does not depend on the employed methods only. For example, it can be used to evaluate the quality of the new...
algorithms introduced to the field and compare against the existing ones. (Figure 3 with label number 4).

5. User could display the results using graphical and statistical charts visualizations in multiple modes (2D and 3D).

![Figure 3. BicAT-Plus Comparison Panel.](image)

**2. Materials and methods**

Before using the BicAT-Plus, Active Perl version 5.10 and Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 6 are required to be installed on your machine. BicAT-Plus has been tested and show good performance on a PC machine with the following configurations: CPU: Pentium 4, 1.5 GHZ, RAM: 2.0 GB, Platform: windows XP professional with SP2.
Figure 4. Functional analysis results of the selected bicluster. Each column represents an enriched GO functional class. And the height of the column is proportional to the significance of this enrichment (i.e. height = -log (p-value)).

2.1. GO overrepresentation programs

Many programs like: BINGO[27], FUNCAT[28], GeneMerge[29] and FuncAssociate[30] were used to investigate whether the set of genes discovered by biclustering methods present significant enrichment with respect to a specific GO annotation provided by Gene Ontology Consortium [31]. BicAT-Plus used GeneMerge program as the most popular GO program. GeneMerge provides a statistical test for assessing the enrichment of each GO term in the sample test. The basic question answered by this test is as described by Steven et al.[27] "when sampling X genes (test set) out of N genes (reference set, either a graph or an annotation), what is the probability that x or more of these genes belong to a functional category C shared by n of the N genes in the reference set? The hypergeometric test, in which sampling occurs without replacement, answers this question in the form of P-value. It's counterpart with replacement, the binomial test, which provides only an approximate P-value, but requires less calculation time."

2.2. Comparative methodologies

BicAT-Plus provides reasonable methods for comparing the results of different biclustering algorithms by:
• Identifying the percentage of enriched or overrepresented biclusters with one or more GO term per multiple significance level for each algorithm. A bicluster is said to be significantly overrepresented (enriched) with a functional category if the P-value of this functional category is lower than the preset threshold. The results are displayed using a histogram for all the algorithms compared at the different preset significance levels, and the algorithm that gives the highest proportion of enriched biclusters for all significance levels is considered the optimum because it effectively groups the genes sharing similar functions in the same bicluster.

• Identifying the percentage of annotated genes per each enriched bicluster.

• Estimating the predictive power of algorithms to recover interesting patterns. Genes whose transcription is responsive to a variety of stresses have been implicated in a general Yeast response to stress (awkward). Other gene expression responses appear to be specific to particular environmental conditions. BicAT-Plus compares biclustering methods on the basis of their capacity to recover known patterns in experimental data sets. For example, Gasch et al.[32] measure changes in transcript levels over time responding to a panel of environmental changes, so it was expected to find biclusters enriched with one of response to stress (GO:0006950), Gene Ontology categories such as response to heat (GO:0009408), response to cold (GO:0009409) and response to glucose starvation(GO:0042149). The details of this comparison strategy are described in the results and in Table 3.

2.3. Comparison Process Steps

The following process diagram shown in Fig 5 summarizes the required steps by the user to compare between the different algorithms using the BicAT-plus:

1. Download BicAT-Plus from (www.bioinformatics.org/bicat-plus/).
2. Load Gene Expression Data to BicAT-Plus then run the selected five prominent biclustering methods with setting parameters as shown in Table 2.
3. Run GO comparison tool in the BicAT-Plus and add the available biclustering algorithms to the compared list as shown in Fig 1.
4. Select the available GO category e.g. biological process, molecular function and cellular components.
5. Select the P-values e.g. 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.01, 0.005, and 0.05.
6. Press compare button.
7. Press comparison menu, Functional enrichment and select 2D or 3D charts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi/clustering Algorithm</th>
<th>Parameter settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>$t_g = 2.0$, $t_c = 2.0$, seeds = 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>$\delta = 0.5$, $\alpha = 1.2$, $M = 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPSM</td>
<td>$l = 100$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiVisu</td>
<td>$E = 0.82$, $N_r = 10$, $N_c = 5$, $P_o = 25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>K=100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Default Parameter settings of the compared bi/clustering methods. The definitions of these parameters are listed in their original publications [9, 15, 17-18, 20] respectively.
3. Results & discussion

The above comparison steps is performed on the gene expression data of *S. cerevisiae* provided by Gasch [32]. The dataset contains 2993 genes and 173 conditions of diverse environmental transitions such as temperature shocks, amino acid starvation, and nitrogen source depletion. This dataset is freely available from Stanford University website [33]. For each biclustering algorithm, we used the default parameters as authors recommend in their corresponding publications. See Table 2.

![Figure 5. BicAT-Plus Comparison process steps](image)

3.1. The percentage of enriched function

After applying the above steps on Gasch data[32], BicAT-plus produce the histogram shown in Fig 6. Investigating this figure, we observed that OPSM algorithm gave a high portion of functionally enriched biclusters at all significance levels (from 85% to 100%). Next to OPSM, ISA show relatively high portions of enriched biclusters.

In order to evaluate the ability of the algorithms to group the maximum number of genes whose expression patterns are similar and sharing the same GO category, we use the filtration criteria developed in the comparative tool by neglecting those bi/clusters which have study fraction less than 25%. The study fraction of a GO term is the fraction of genes in the study set (bicluster) with this term.

\[
\text{Study fraction of a GO term} = \frac{\text{No of genes sharing the GO term in bicluster}}{\text{total number of genes in this bicluster}} \times 100
\]

Figure 7 shows that OPSM and ISA have highly enriched biclusters/clusters that have large number of genes per each GO category. On the other hand, Bivisu biclusters are strongly affected by this filtration and they contain a lower number of genes per each category. This filtration will help in identifying the powerful and most reliable algorithms which are able to group maximum numbers of genes sharing same functions in one bicluster.
3.2. The predictability power to recover interested pattern

The user could compare bi/clusters algorithms based on which of them could recover defined pattern like which one of them could recover bi/clusters which have response to the conditions applied in Gasch experiments. In Table 2, the difference between the biclusters/clusters contents were summarized.

**Figure 6.** Percentage of biclusters significantly enriched by GO Biological Process category (*S. cerevisiae*) for the five selected biclustering methods and K-means at different significance levels p.

**Figure 7.** Percentage of significantly enriched biclusters by GO Biological Process category by setting the allowed minimum number of genes per each GO category to 10 and the study fraction to large than 50%.
Although OPSM show high percentage level of enriched biclusters (as shown in Fig 6, 7), its biclusters do not contain any genes within any GO category response to Gasch experiments. The k-means and Bivisu cluster/bicluster results distinguished a unique GO category, which is GO: 000304 (response to singlet oxygen), and GO: 0042542 (response to hydrogen peroxide). The powerful usage of these bicluster algorithms is significantly appeared in GO: 0006995 "cellular response to nitrogen starvation" where these algorithms were able to discover 4 out of 5 annotated genes without any prior biological information or on desk experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GO Term / (number of annotated genes)</th>
<th>K-means</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>Bivisu</th>
<th>OPSM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO:0042493 Response to drug / (118)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006970 response to osmotic stress / (83)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006979 response to oxidative stress / (79)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0046686 response to cadmium ion / (102)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0043330 response to exogenous dsRNA / (7)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0046685 response to arsenic / (77)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009408 response to stress / (532)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009409 response to cold / (7)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009267 cellular response to starvation / (44)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006995 cellular response to nitrogen starvation / (5)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0042149 cellular response to glucose starvation / (5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009651 response to salt stress / (15)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0042542 response to hydrogen peroxide / (5)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0006974 response to DNA damage stimulus / (240)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0000304 response to singlet oxygen / (4)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Gene Ontology category per number of annotated genes of the Bicluster/cluster algorithm results for the experimental condition on Gasch Experiments[32].
4. Conclusion

We have introduced the BicAT-Plus with reasonable comparative methodology based on the Gene Ontology. To the best of our knowledge such an automatic comparison tool of the various biclustering algorithms has not been available in the literature. BicAT-Plus is an open source tool written in java swing and it has a well structured design that can be extended easily to employ more comparative methodologies that help biologists to extract the best results of each algorithm and interpret these results to useful biological meaning.

In other words, the algorithms that show good quality of results (per the dataset) can be used to provide a simple means of gaining leads to the functions of many genes for which information is not available currently (unannotated genes).

Using BicAT-Plus, we can identify the highly enriched biclusters of the whole compared algorithms. This might be quite helpful in solving the dimensionality reduction problem of the Gene Regulatory Network construction from the gene expression data. This problem originates from the relatively few time points (conditions or samples) with respect to the large number of genes in the microarray dataset.

Finally there are several aspects of this research that worth further investigation, according to the Studies carried out so far and also introducing new ideas for consideration

1. Enrich the BicAT-Plus with more comparative methodologies beside GO. For example, KEGG and promoter analysis by identifying the transcription factors for the clustered genes.

2. Extend the BicAT-Plus to provide users with multiple export options for the interested enriched biclusters.

3. Embed the BicAT-Plus as a plug-in in the Cytoscape platform[34] which is open source bioinformatics software for visualizing molecular interaction networks and biological pathways and integrating these networks with annotations, gene expression profiles and other state data. Thus, very promising challenge is to get use of the highly enriched biclusters identified by the BicAT-Plus in solving these integrated networks in the Cytoscape.
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